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The people of Egypt are celebrating! Hosni Mubarak, the president for 30 years in power, stepped down last
Friday. A new hope has emerged! Renewed commitments are taking place in people's minds and hearts.
Hopefully the interim authorities in Egypt will ensure a fair and timely transition into a democratic system. A
new constitution will be written! Institutions and organizations will need to be formed to make sure that
people's participation will remain a value and people's rights will be established and respected. To do a
revolution might not take long, but to rebuild a country on different basis, takes many years and much work
has to be done.
Will the people of Egypt remain faithful to what they are committing now? Will the future generations keep
the values for which their parents are fighting and dying for today?

The readings for this morning place before us the question about being faithful to God's commandments and
mindful of our vows. They speak of the experience of writing in one's heart those values and principles
through which our relationship with God and with each other is expressed and lived out.

The first reading comes from Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy is written in the context of the covenant. It refers to
a time when the Israelites were transitioning from a place to another, a way of living to another, a way of
believing to another, from the 'house of slavery' to the 'promised land'. They had also fought for freedom, and
were now establishing a new governing regimen. A new 'constitution' would organize and regulate their lives
and their society. But that 'constitution' and those 'rules' were more then a piece of paper (or for that matter, a
piece of stone) - they expressed the deep values which would shape their society and on which their lives were
to be based upon, they were the deepest expression of God's desire for their lives. They were a covenant!
Would the people keep their commitments? Would they remain faithful to their vows? Would the future
generations remember those values?

Do not kill each other. Do not commit adultery. Do not bear false witness against each other. Do not covet
your neighbor's house. Do not make a carved image for yourself. Do not say my name as if it didn't matter.
Remember to rest.

The law is an expression of God's love and care for us, but it is also a call to responsible relationship. It holds
us accountable for our actions toward each other. The Epistle reading and the Gospel speak about it.

In the letter to the Corinthians Paul exhorts the community concerning to their behavior. He considers them
not wise, immature and non-spiritual, therefore not able to receive his teachings. Paul measures the
community in Corinth with the words: "For as long as there is jealousy and quarreling among you, are you not
of the flesh?" (3:3). Paul calls the community in Corinth and us to leave behind any type of quarreling and
jealousy. These do not build community, on the contrary, they undermine it. Therefore we are called to grow
in another direction; we are called to honor each other; we are called to relate to each other as people who are
capable of desisting of destructive behavior.

In the Gospel Jesus also holds us accountable to the way we relate to each other. And he does it in a more
intensified way. It is not enough to avoid murder; we also have to treat each other with respect, not letting
ourselves fly off the handle in anger. It is not enough to not commit adultery, we also have to build up our
partners so they feel appreciated, loved and cared for. It is not enough to not bear false witness, we also have
to uphold the other with positive words. For Martin Luther, "not bearing false witness isn't simply about
avoiding lying, it's also about putting the best construction on what the other says; in this way we tend the
communal relationships that simultaneously constitute and bound our Christian life." (as mentioned by Dr.
David Lose)
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Have we been faithful to these commandments and values that at some point we all promised to uphold? What
values or commandments have we forgotten? What vows have we let go?

We are at the second week of our Stewardship Campaign. Did you all receive your pledge forms? Did you all
fill them out and sent them to the office? If not, before filling them out, take a moment and reflect upon how
your commitment to our church can express the values that God's commandments call you to preserve? What
vows will you renew? What offering will you bring that measures to God's faithfulness towards you?

As our treasurer informed you last Sunday, we had a deficit last year. This past week I attended the monthly
meeting of the pastors of the English-speaking communities in Geneva and found out that most of the
English-speaking churches in Geneva had deficits in 2010. Obviously the financial crisis is affecting the
churches. But I wonder, is it only the financial crisis? Or are we shifting our priorities?

Let us remain faithful to the One who remains faithful to us, the One who cries with us when we suffer, who
holds us tied when we loose a son, who celebrates with us when we fight for freedom and get it, the One who
dances with us and with the Egyptians yesterday, today and forever.
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